Contracts

Theory of a Contract

Gift vs. Contract
Pages 195-200
Problem 6.1*

Performance, Reliance, and Damages
Optimal Performance, Optimal Reliance
Expectation, Opportunity Cost, and Reliance Damages
Pages 202-207 (skim reading and skip payoff matrices)
Pages 208-210; 212-213; 217-224 (skim); 243-244
Pages 245-251; 251-256 (skim); 256-259; 262-279 (skim)
Problems 6.12, 6.13, 6.14, 7.1* (skip second paragraph)

Formation Defenses and Performance Excuses
Pages 279-280

Incompetence
Pages 280-281
Problems 7.20*, 7.21*

Duress
Pages 281-284
Problems 7.22, 7.23*

Mistakes
Mutual Mistake About Fact
Mutual Mistake About Identity
Unilateral Mistake
Pages 291-297
Problems 7.31, 7.32, 7.33*

Unconscionability
Pages 304-307
Problem 7.43*

*Available for mock grading.